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A B S T R A C T

Supply Chain Management (SCM) systems require time sequencing, coordination and tracking
the movement of goods and processes. Internet of Things (IoT) and Blockchain technologies
are useful to develop a secure automated SCM. IoT devices with in-built sensors and actuators
help to keep track of the state, location, temperature or other parameters of an entity, and
control the automation of routine as well as hazardous tasks. Blockchain technology supports
time-stamping, authentication, process coordination, non-repudiation, commercial transactions,
and also provides security for transactions and storage. The pharmaceutical SCM demands
accurate, immediate and secure control system. Additionally, the supply chain process data
from IoTs is stored and processed in Cloud by Analytics applications, for business planning
and improvement. An efficient and secure IoT-Cloud-Blockchain based system for both SCM
automation and analytics has been proposed in this work. It leverages a hierarchical IoT,
Mist, Edge, Fog, Cloud computing (IMEFC) architecture to enhance Communication-Response-
Compute-Security-Storage (CRCSS) in the system. Blockchain technology provides security for
the SCM transactions and data. The efficiency of the Blockchain is measured in terms of upload
time, download time and transaction fees for Bitcoin, Ethereum and Filecoin platforms. The
Filecoin blockchain platform is quicker and cost-effective for larger file sizes, compared to
Ethereum and Bitcoin, making it suitable for Pharmaceutical SCM systems.

. Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) are used day-to-day, in almost every domain - in homes, industries, healthcare, agriculture, etc. The
umber of connected IoT devices in 2020 was around 9.76 billion and grew to 13.14 billion by 2022. It is expected that by 2030 there
ill be more than 29 billion devices connected with each other over the internet [1]. Presently, the IoT has found wide application in
upply Chain Management (SCM). The IoT market for Supply Chain is said to be growing at 15.5% Compound Annual Growth Rate
CAGR) [2]. Supply chain is the transition of goods, services and information from the producer to the consumer. Automating the
low of processes involved in supply chain by using IoT and related technologies is helping to improve the manufacturing turnover
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and consumer satisfaction [3]. The SCM system comprises of forecasting, sourcing, production, distribution and returns. The IoT
network aid in automation of tasks by their ingrained sensors and actuators and ability to exchange data over the Internet.

IoT is used to obtain accurate and timely information about location, condition and status of goods/services in SCM. While
early all industries and service sectors are using SCM nowadays, there are some critical domains which have stringent demands
f timeliness, ordering, accuracy, quality and quantity such as perishable goods, fisheries, pharmaceutical SCM. The creation,
anufacturing and distribution of life-saving medications and healthcare items fall within the purview of the pharmaceutical

ndustry. The pharmaceutical supply chain faces several challenges that impact the availability, safety, and efficiency of delivering
edicines to patients [4–6]. Big industries such as aeronautical, automobile and semiconductor sectors have complex SCM involving
any components, processes and huge amount of information. For example, an airline company SCM has to deal with several

housands of components, their quality, date of installation, chassisID, service due date, etc. and keep track of the operational
irplanes to ensure that they are safe. A recent report said that Boeing had advised to ground and inspect all its 737 Max aircrafts
hen a bolt with a missing nut was discovered in one of its planes [7].

The automated SCM should focus on providing real-time response for the supply chain processes, and ensure security and
eliability. The Blockchain technology is very useful for Supply Chain Management Systems. Not only does it automate coordination,
t helps in spatio-temporal tracking of components, improve accountability, reduces the risk of fraud, and enhances trust among the
ntities. Further, in Pharmaceutical SCM systems, blockchain provides additional benefits of preventing counterfeiting, streamlining
egulatory compliance, and quick action during emergencies such as drug recall.

The field of Supply chain analysis is gaining importance to enable the business houses to improve planning, sales and operations,
nventory management and logistics management. The supply chain data are analyzed to identify and predict future risks by
ecognizing patterns and trends throughout the supply chain. Breaches in supply chain data stream cause big economic losses. Hence
CM requires process security and data security. While IoT is useful for sensing and controlling the operations in SCM, Blockchain
s a shared, immutable ledger for recording transactions, tracking resources and building trust.

A novel IoT-Cloud architecture with intermediary Mist, Edge and Fog layers has been designed to improve the Communication-
esponse-Compute-Storage. The Blockchain technology plays a dual role of securing the SCM transactions as well as protecting the
ata storage in Cloud. It is useful for researchers, architects and developers to understand the subtleties of IoT, Cloud and Blockchain
echnologies for designing sophisticated SCM solutions.
Motivation: Similar works related to Blockchain enabled Pharmaceutical SCM systems, presented in Table 1, are still in concept

and design phase.
There are few pre-developed supply chains systems based on blockchain (such as VeChain, IBM Food Trust, OriginTrail,

argoCoin), but they are not integrated with IoT. There are also research efforts involving IoT-Edge-Cloud and Blockchain, by
u et al. [13], but it is not specifically tested for SCM applications. There are few supply chain frameworks using IoT and
lockchain [14], but it is not optimized for delay-intolerant applications.

Hence, there is a motivation to design a real-time and more secure system for Supply Chain Management and Analytics by
uitably adapting the IoT, Cloud Computing and Blockchain technologies.

ontributions: This work demonstrates application of Blockchain security to the IoT-Cloud based pharmaceutical supply chain
anagement to address the problems of confidentiality, integrity, tamper-resistance and timeliness in the manufacture, storage

nd expiry of drugs. Specific contributions of this work include:

• Presents several real world SCM use case scenarios and the state-of-the-art enabling technologies including Blockchain, IoT,
Cloud and AI

• Designing a framework for improving the response time and security of pharmaceutical supply chain requirements using a
four layer IoT-Cloud architecture

• Implementation and quantitative analysis of Blockchain platforms — Bitcoin, Ethereum and Filecoin with respect to time delay
and file size

rganization: The rest of the paper is organized into following sections. The preliminaries of Supply Chain, Blockchain, and Mist,
dge, Fog and Cloud Computing Paradigms are explained in Section 2. Literature review is summarized in Section 3. The problem
tatement of Pharmaceutical SCM systems is described in Section 4. The proposed solution using multi-level architecture and
lockchain for automating the Pharma SCM is presented in Section 5. A comparison of Bitcoin, Ethereum and Filecoin is presented
n Section 6. Implementation procedure for Ethereum and Filecoin platforms is discussed in Section 7. The Experiment details and
erformance Analysis is presented in Section 8; including a subsection on Discussions. Conclusion is available in Section 9.

. Preliminaries

.1. Supply chain applications

SCM has become an intrinsic part of almost every domain [15]. Nowadays digital technologies like IoT, e-payments, e-commerce
re providing automation and speed to the SCM. It is initiated with the procurement of raw materials or components, movement of
product from the producer to the manufacturer, and then it is forwarded to the distributor. The distributor in turn ships it to the
holesaler. Finally, it is available to the customer at the retail stores. Table 2 shows the different phases of supply chain and the
2

takeholders involved for various industries. Table 3 shows various domains requiring supply chain management. The broad phases
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Table 1
Comparison of similar previous works.

Reference Concept Achievement Plausible enhancement

Ghadge et al. [5], 2023,
Blockchain implementation in
pharmaceutical supply chains: A
review and conceptual framework

Provides a conceptual framework
of blockchain implementation for
pharma supply chain

Architecture of implementation
framework of blockchain for PSC

-Implementation of the concept
- Use IoT for automation
- Extend blockchain for data
security also

Abbas et al. [8], 2020, Blockchain
and machine learning-based drug
supply chain management and
recommendation system for smart
pharmaceutical industry

(i) blockchain-based drug SCM
(ii) ML-based drug
recommendation system for
consumers

- Manufacturer adds/updates/
deletes drug details in the
blockchain and shares with
distributors, pharmacies,
hospitals, doctors
- Customer can query for
recommendation of drugs for
different disease conditions

- Implement in real-time
pharmaceutical companies and
finetune performance
- Use IoT for automation; Use
IoT-Blockchain for automating
manufacture process
- Securely store data for analytics

Ahmad et al, [9], 2021, A
blockchain-based approach for
drug traceability in healthcare
supply chain

Off-chain Ethereum with smart
contracts for immutable history of
transactions and product
traceability

Protects integrity, availability and
non-repudiation of transaction
data

- Improve performance by
finetuning smart contracts
- Extend to manufacturing phase
- Automate completely using IoT

Shashank et al. [10], 2020,
Blockchain — IoT enabled
pharmaceutical supply chain for
COVID-19

Proposed Blockchain-IoT
pharmaceutical SCM through a
literature review

IoT-Blockchain reduce the direct
involvement of workers and
hence minimize infections

- Efficient implementation of
design for real-world
time-sensitive use cases

Bapatla et al. [11], 2023,
PharmaChain: A blockchain to
ensure counterfeit-free
pharmaceutical supply chain

Implements a PoC of
IoT-Blockchain pharma SCM

Provides tools to verify the
authenticity of drugs before
consumption

Extend blockchain for secure
storage of SCM data in Cloud for
analytics and consumer queries

Subramanian et al. [12], 2021,
Crypto pharmacy — Digital
medicine: A mobile app with
hybrid blockchain to tackle issues
in pharma supply chain

Every stakeholder has
authenticated credentials and can
check the status of the medicine
through the blockchain

Real-time and temperature
monitoring of liquid medicine has
been tested with the IoT platform

- Implement for real-world usage
- Extend blockchain for secure
storage of SCM data in Cloud for
stakeholder queries

Our work, secure pharmaceutical
supply chain using blockchain in
IoT Cloud systems

Four-layer IoT-Cloud architecture
with blockchain security for
pharmaceutical SCM

- Improved response
- Blockchain enabled SCM and
secure data storage in Cloud

of SCM are planning, forecasting, sourcing, production, distribution, and returns. While nearly all industries and service sectors are
using SCM, there are some critical domains which have stringent demands of timeliness, ordering, accuracy, quality and quantity.
A list of perishable goods and the importance of timelines is presented in Table 4.

2.2. Challenges in the pharmaceutical supply chain

The creation, manufacturing, and distribution of life-saving medications and healthcare items fall within the purview of the
harmaceutical industry, which is essential to the global supply chain. In this industry, it is crucial to guarantee the accuracy, confi-
entiality, and transparency of supply chain data. Pharmaceutical producers, distributors, pharmacies, and healthcare professionals
re just a few of the many stakeholders in the very intricate and widely dispersed pharmaceutical supply chain. Pharma companies
equire efficient management of a complex supply chain handling challenges related to coordination, communication, procurement,
torage, shipping and regulatory compliance. The pharmaceutical supply chain faces several challenges that impact the availability,
afety, and efficiency of delivering medicines to patients [4–6]. Some of the main issues in the pharmaceutical supply chain include:

(i) Counterfeiting and Product Tampering: Counterfeit drugs pose a significant threat to patient safety. Criminals may produce fake
medications that look like legitimate products, putting patients at risk of receiving ineffective or harmful treatments.

(ii) Cold Chain Management: Many pharmaceutical products, especially biologics and vaccines, require specific temperature
conditions to maintain their efficacy. Ensuring the integrity of the cold chain throughout the supply chain is crucial, and
deviations in these parameters can result in product spoilage.

(iii) Quality Control and Assurance:Maintaining consistent product quality is critical in the pharmaceutical industry. Quality control
processes must be rigorous and continuous to identify and address any deviations in manufacturing that could compromise
the safety and efficacy of medicines

(iv) Demand Forecasting: Accurate demand forecasting is essential to avoid stockouts or overstock situations. Pharmaceuticals have
a limited shelf life, and incorrect forecasting leads to product wastage or shortages, affecting patient access to medications.

(v) Supply Chain Resilience: Disruptions, whether caused by natural disasters, geopolitical events, or other factors, impact the
supply chain. Developing resilient supply chain strategies, including contingency planning and risk mitigation, is essential to
3

ensure a continuous supply of medicines.
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Table 2
Examples of industries/domains requiring supply chain management.

Domain name Description for the requirement

Perishable goods Short shelf-life products such as fresh fruits, vegetables, seafood need efficient supply chains to avoid spoilage.
Pharmaceuticals Medicines/ vaccines require temperature control and timely distribution to ensure they are effective and safe.
Fashion industry Fast-changing fashion trends require a responsive supply chain to get new styles quickly from design to retail.
Electronics The components for appliances come from different suppliers and need to be assembled in a coordinated manner.
Automotive industry Manufacturing cars involves assembling thousands of parts from different suppliers to create a final product.
Agriculture Seeds, fertilizers, and machinery must be coordinated to ensure a successful harvest.
Retail Keeping products in stock and ready for customers requires efficient inventory management and distribution.
E-commerce The rapid growth of online shopping demands effective logistics to deliver products to customers’ doorsteps.
Fast food chains Quick-service restaurants require a streamlined supply of the right ingredients at the right time.
Construction Materials like steel, cement and lumber need to be delivered to construction sites in a timely manner.
Oil and Gas Extracting, refining, delivering oil/gas products involves complex logistics.
Mining Minerals and metals need to be extracted, processed, and transported efficiently.
Healthcare Hospitals need a steady supply of medical equipment and pharmaceuticals to provide care.
Aerospace Aviation industry needs precise coordination of parts and materials for aircraft manufacture.
Consumer electronics Gadgets like smartphones or laptops require coordination of parts from different suppliers.
Beverage industry Soft drinks, alcoholic beverages, bottled water need to be manufactured and distributed quickly.
Chemicals Specialty chemicals used in various industries require careful handling and distribution.
Textiles Fabric production and distribution involve managing multiple suppliers and production processes.
Toys and Games Timely production and distribution of toys and games are crucial, especially during holiday seasons.
Food delivery services Platforms like meal kit deliveries require coordination of ingredients and timely delivery.
Energy Setting up Renewable Energy plants, require transporting equipment/components to installation sites.
Telecommunications Communication networks require sourcing and delivering many equipment.
Pharma distribution Distributing prescription drugs to pharmacies and hospitals while adhering to regulations.
Chemical industry Managing the supply chain for hazardous chemicals requires strict safety measures.
Packaged foods Processed foods need careful handling to prevent spoilage or contamination.
Home appliances White goods like refrigerators and washing machines require efficient distribution.
Furniture Coordinating production and delivery of furniture to retailers and customers.
Luxury goods High-end designer fashion products require precise management to maintain exclusivity.
Entertainment industry Physical distribution of CDs, DVDs, and merchandise for artists and media companies.
Clinical trials Supplying drugs and medical equipment to various trial sites in clinical research.
Food ingredients Manufacturers sourcing ingredients from multiple suppliers to create recipes.
Automotive aftermarket Managing spare parts distribution for vehicle repairs and maintenance.
Waste management Coordinating waste collection, processing, and disposal in a sustainable manner.
Hospitality Ensuring a consistent supply of linens, toiletries, and other amenities for hotels.
Schools and Institutions Supplying educational materials, books, and equipment to schools and colleges.
Defense and Military Coordinating the supply chain for military equipment, uniforms, and supplies.
Chemical fertilizers Managing the production and distribution of fertilizers for agriculture.
Renovation/Remodeling Coordinating materials and equipment for construction projects.
Electricity generation Coordinating the supply chain for power plant equipment and fuel.

(vi) Product Recalls: Product recalls are costly and damage the pharmaceutical company’s reputation. Identifying and isolating the
affected products quickly is crucial, and efficient recall processes are necessary to minimize the impact on patients and the
supply chain.

(vii) Regulatory Compliance: The pharmaceutical sector is extensively regulated, with strict data management, quality control, and
traceability standards. It is critical to follow numerous regulatory standards, such as Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP)
and Good Distribution Practices (GDP).

(viii) Data Security and Cyber Threats: It is vital to safeguard sensitive patient data, intellectual property, and proprietary
information. Data breaches cause serious legal and financial ramifications.

(ix) Drug Traceability: Ensuring pharmaceutical product traceability from manufacture to end-user distribution is critical for
discovering and recalling potentially dangerous or counterfeit products.

In recent years, supply chain analysis is gaining importance to enable the business houses to improve demand forecasting,
inventory management, sales, operations and logistics planning. Supply Chain Analytics is the process of evaluating each stage
of a supply chain starting from the time the business acquires raw materials to the delivery of final products to the customers. The
data gathered from supply chain can be analyzed to pinpoint known risks and identify future risks by spotting patterns and trends
across the supply chain. Hence, it is an important task to protect the supply chain data.

2.3. Blockchain

Blockchain is a distributed and decentralized ledger that is used to record transactions done over multiple computers. The
important features of Blockchain are:

• Immutability: Blockchain made up of multiple blocks which are connected in a chain structure to maintain a public ledger. Each
block incorporates information about the previous block. Once the block (data) is added to the blockchain it is impossible to
4

alter or manipulate the information within it.
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Table 3
Stakeholders involved in various phases of supply chain.
Raw material acquisition and production

Agriculture Farmers, Suppliers, Distributors
Mining Miners, Suppliers, Manufacturers
Chemicals Manufacturers, Suppliers, Distributors
Textiles Cotton growers, Fabric manufacturers, Clothing brands
Pharmaceuticals Drug manufacturers, Suppliers, Distributors
Food ingredients Ingredient producers, Suppliers, Food manufacturers
Chemical fertilizers Fertilizer manufacturers, Suppliers, Distributors

Manufacturing and production

Electronics Component suppliers, Manufacturers, Distributors
Automotive industry Part suppliers, Car manufacturers, Dealerships
Aerospace Component suppliers, Aircraft manufacturers, Airlines
Construction Material suppliers, Construction companies, Clients
Renewable energy Equipment manufacturers, Energy producers, Consumers
Consumer electronics Component suppliers, Manufacturers, Retailers
Luxury goods Artisans, Designers, Retailers
Furniture Raw material suppliers, Manufacturers, Retailers
Pharmaceutical production Drug manufacturers, Suppliers, Distributors

Wholesalers and suppliers

Wholesalers Wholesalers, Retailers, Consumers
Retail Retailers, Wholesalers, Consumers

Logistics and distribution

Transportation Transport companies, Suppliers, Retailers
E-commerce E-commerce platforms, Sellers, Customers
Food delivery services Delivery services, Restaurants, Consumers
Waste management Waste collection, Processing facilities, Recyclers
Environmental services Environmental agencies, Waste facilities, Consumers
Electricity generation Power plants, Suppliers, Consumers
Defense and Military Defense contractors, Military bases, Governments
Automotive aftermarket Aftermarket suppliers, Repair shops, Consumers
Renovation and Remodeling Suppliers, Construction firms, Homeowners
Entertainment industry Producers, Directors, Actors distributors, Audiences

Consumers and end users

Customers Consumers, Retailers, Wholesalers
Schools and Institutions Educational institutions, Suppliers, Students
Fast food chains Chain restaurants, Suppliers, Customers
Fashion industry Designers, Manufacturers, Consumers
Beverage industry Beverage manufacturers, Distributors, Consumers
Packaged foods Food manufacturers, Distributors, Consumers
Hospitality Hotels, Suppliers, Guests
Health care Medical facilities, Pharmaceutical distributors, Patients

• Time-stamping: The time of transaction is recorded in the block.
• Traceability: Similarly, the location of the goods along with time are recorded in the blockchain.
• Transparency: All transactions are transparently viewable by all participants.
• Automation: The smart contracts are code snippets stored on a blockchain that execute when predetermined conditions are

met; they are used to automate the execution of agreements among participants.

These features help to address the challenges of SCM. For example, drug traceability is taken care due to time-stamping and
ocation traceability; Regulatory Compliance is achieved due to the transparency feature. The blockchain is largely used to store
nd record transactions of cryptocurrencies.

There are many areas where blockchain technology is used, such as:

• Payments and Money Transfers: Millions of users are transferring money over the blockchain which is a very hassle-free way
to transfer or do the payments. We can also avoid bank transaction fees as well and there is no limit on how much money
is transferred in a day or by a single transaction, unlike traditional banks. This means millions and billions of dollars can be
transacted with just a touch and within a few seconds.

• Monitor supply chains: Blockchain is used to monitor supply chain business as the technology operates in real-time, it is easy
to track the supply and manufacturing of all the other stuff as the transactions are stored and are viewed whenever required.
Also, once the data is entered on the blockchain it cannot be changed, it acts as a security as well.

• Data Sharing : This technology is useful to store and transfer data securely, especially in big industries while moving or
5

transferring data which are confidential.
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Table 4
Perishable products and their SCM requirements.

Product name Description

Fresh flowers Flowers have a short lifespan once cut and require fast distribution to maintain freshness.
Bakery goods Bread, pastries and other baked foods have limited shelf lives and need to be delivered quickly to retailers.
Seafood Fresh seafood like fish and shellfish spoil rapidly, necessitating rapid distribution.
Medical supplies Medicines, blood and medical items mandate fast and precise delivery.
Live plants Nursery plants need to be transported quickly to prevent dehydration and damage.
Live seafood Live seafood like lobsters and crabs should be delivered promptly to maintain their quality.
Fresh herbs Short shelf life Culinary Herbs need to be quickly transported to markets/ stores.
Dairy products Milk, yogurt, fresh cream have limited shelf lives and need timely distribution.
Prepared meals Ready-to-eat meals and salads have short expiration times and require efficient logistics.
Sushi Sushi and other raw fish dishes need fast delivery to maintain their taste and quality.
Cut fruits Freshly cut fruits sold in grocery stores or restaurants require rapid distribution.
Ice cream Frozen treats like ice cream and gelato need careful temperature-controlled distribution.
Fresh juice Cold-pressed juices have a short window for consumption and need quick delivery.
Specialty coffee Freshly roasted coffee beans have a limited freshness period; should be distributed promptly.
Live poultry Live chickens or other poultry need to be delivered quickly to processing facilities.
Limited-edition foods Items like holiday-themed chocolates require fast supply chains to meet demand and capitalize on trends.
Exotic fruits Fruits that are delicate and uncommon require quick distribution to maintain quality.
Fresh seafood Like live seafood, fresh fish and other seafood need fast delivery to prevent spoilage.
Temperature-sensitive medications Some medications require strict temperature control and fast distribution.
Microbrewery beer Crafted beer have short shelf life and requires efficient distribution.
Organic produce Organic produce may have shorter shelf lives due to the absence of preservatives.
Kombucha This fermented tea drink has limited shelf life and requires careful distribution.
Salads Fresh salads and delicate greens, need to be delivered quickly to maintain crispness.
Raw meats Raw meats have short freshness periods and need fast distribution.
Limited-time promotions Special edition foods or drinks require quick supply chain management to take advantage of short-term demand.
Eggs Fresh eggs need timely delivery to retailers due to their relatively short shelf life.
Fresh spices Some fresh spices have limited shelf lives and require efficient logistics.
Seasonal fruits Fruits that are available only during specific seasons need fast distribution to maximize sales.
High-end desserts Luxury desserts like macaron require quick delivery to maintain their quality.
Fresh meats Apart from raw meats, marinated or seasoned meats have short freshness periods.
Fresh oysters Oysters and other shellfish should be delivered quickly to ensure quality and safety.
Sliced deli meats Deli meats like ham and turkey need fast distribution to prevent spoilage.
Potted plants Potted plants and flowers require quick delivery to maintain their appearance.
Exotic meats Uncommon meats like game meats have short shelf lives and require efficient distribution.
Fragile desserts Delicate desserts like souffle need careful handling and rapid delivery to prevent collapse.
Fresh pasta Freshly made pasta has a short freshness period and requires timely distribution.
Artisanal cheeses Specialty cheeses often have short shelf lives and need to be delivered promptly.
Fresh squeezed juices Natural juices need to be delivered fast to maintain their nutritional value.
Expiring cosmetics Cosmetics containing natural ingredients require efficient supply chains.
Live insects Insects used as food for pets require fast and careful delivery.
Fresh sausages Uncooked sausages need prompt delivery to maintain their quality and taste.
High-protein snacks Protein bars and energy snacks need to be delivered quickly to maintain their freshness.
Fresh sauces Sauces with no preservatives have limited shelf lives and need efficient logistics.
Nutritional supplements Supplements with natural ingredients may have short expiry times.
Farm-to-table Locally sourced produce needs fast delivery to maintain its farm-fresh quality.
Chilled soups Freshly prepared chilled soups need quick distribution to preserve taste and texture.
Small-batch jams Handmade jams often have limited shelf lives and need quick distribution.
Fresh baby food Natural baby food products require efficient logistics to ensure they are safe for consumption.

• Copyright and Royalties Protection: Blockchain is used for transparent tracking of art/music of artists and provide them real-time
royalties.

• Healthcare: It is used to maintain and track the medical health records and clinical trials of patients. As the data once entered
cannot be modified, it also provides proper security to the medical records.

.3.1. Blockchain architecture
The architecture of Blockchain is depicted in Fig. 1. It consists of multiple blocks connected in a chain-like structure. Over a set

f transactions, new blocks are created, and connected with each other. Every new block contains the previous block’s hash and
very block has a unique hash. Each transaction contains the cryptographic hash, transaction date, transaction time and transaction
ata, and hence the blockchain is tamper-proof.

The main key concepts of blockchain are:

• Distributed ledger : A distributed ledger is a dispersed system of records that are shared across a network. In a distributed ledger,
the transactions are recorded only once, which eliminates duplication on the networks.

• Permissions: Permissions ensure that transactions are secure, authenticated and verifiable. Organizations can easily comply
with data protection standards, such as those mandated in the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
and the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
6
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Fig. 1. Working of blockchain.

• Smart contracts: A smart contract is defined as an agreement or set of rules that governs a business transaction; it is stored on
the blockchain and automatically executed as part of the transaction

• Consensus: Through consensus, all parties agree to a network-verified transaction. Blockchains have various consensus
mechanisms such as Proof-of-Work (PoW), Proof-of-Authority (PoA), Proof-of-Stake (PoS), Multi-Signature and Practical Byzantine
Fault Tolerance (PBFT) [16]. This is the core part of the blockchain technology and generally compute intensive.

2.3.2. Popular blockchain platforms
The blockchain technology originally implemented with immutability and has overtime evolved to include many features

such as smart contracts, Decentralized Applications (DApps), scalability, interoperability, efficiency etc. There are many popular
Blockchain platforms — Bitcoin, Ethereum, FileCoin, Hyperledger Fabric, Corda, IOTA, VeChain, Tron, Stellar, NEO, MultiChain,
EOS, OpenChain, Quorum, NEMA and many more. Each blockchain platform has a different set of capabilities suitable for different
applications’ needs. The important aspects to be considered while choosing a Blockchain for an application are:

(i) Type: It can be Public, Private, Hybrid or Consortium of participating nodes.
(ii) Consensus Mechanism: The algorithms such as PoW, PoS, PoA, or PBFT which is the core of the blockchain, determine the

time consumed to arrive at consensus in the blockchain.
(iii) Latency: The upload time or transaction confirmation time is related to the complexity of consensus algorithm, number of

nodes participating in consensus, block size, compute nodes and network bandwidth.
(iv) Size: Blockchains have size limits for data payload being uploaded and the size per block in on-chain mode for simple

transactions. For example, Bitcoin has a 1 MB Block size, Hyperledger Fabric has 100 MB per payload and IOTA supports
upto 32 kB. To accommodate higher data sizes blockchains operate in off-chain mode in which the large files are stored in
Cloud and it is transaction metadata is stored in the blocks.

(v) Transaction Fees: The Blockchain platform may be free or paid. To use Bitcoin, the sender must pay transaction fees; while
Hyperledger Fabric is a free blockchain.

(vi) Transaction Privacy: Determines if the transaction details are public. Usually the transaction details are public (Bitcoin,
Ethereum, Filecoin, IOTA, VeChain) but few blockchains provide good privacy of the transactions (Hyperledger Fabric, Corda)

The users choose the blockchain platforms, based on the above factors. Blockchain platforms are also optimized for application
domains, such as Bitcoin and Ethereum are targeted for Decentralized Finance (DeFi), while IOTA and VeChain are more suited for
SCM. This work investigates the Bitcoin, Ethereum as well as Filecoin blockchain platforms.

2.3.3. Procedures in blockchain
Some of the important procedures used in blockchains are explained in this subsection.

A. Generate SHA-256 Hash

Function 1: Generate SHA-256 Hash
Input:Data; Output: Computed hash

Initialize SHA-256 hash object
Update hash object with Compute hash
return computed hash

Initialize SHA-256 Hash Object : To begin, initialize a SHA-256 hash object. This object is provided by a cryptographic library
for SHA-256 hashing algorithm.
7
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Update Hash Object with Data: Once the hash object is initialized, update it with the input data required to be hashed. This
data can be any sequence of bytes, such as a string, file contents, or binary data.
Compute Hash: After updating the hash object with the input data, the cryptography functions provided by the library to
compute the actual SHA-256 hash is invoked. The library takes care of performing the necessary mathematical operations to
transform the input data into a fixed-length hash value.
Return the Computed Hash: Finally, the computed SHA-256 hash is returned as the output of the algorithm. This hash is a
fixed-size string of characters that uniquely represents the input data. Even a small change in the input data would lead to a
significantly different hash.

B. Verify Transaction

Function 2: Verify Transaction
Input: transaction, previous_ledger_state; Output: verification result

if transaction is well-formed then
if transaction inputs are valid then

if transaction is not a double spend then
if transaction signatures are valid then

if transaction outputs are valid then
if inputs match previous ledger state then

update ledger state with outputs return ‘Transaction is valid’
end
else

return ‘Invalid: Inputs do not match ledger state’
end

end
else

return ‘Invalid: Transaction outputs are invalid’
end

end
else

return ‘Invalid: Transaction signatures are invalid’
end

end
else

return ‘Invalid: Double spending detected’
end

end
else

return ‘Invalid: Transaction inputs are not valid’
end

end
else

return ‘Invalid: Malformed transaction’
end

Transaction Well-Formedness: The first step is to check if the transaction follows the expected structure and format. This involves
verifying that the transaction has the required fields and adheres to the correct format.
Transaction Input Validation: Ensure that the inputs referenced in the transaction are valid and exist in the ledger. This step
involves checking that the referenced inputs have not been spent before.
Double Spend Detection: Ensure that the inputs referenced in the transaction are not already spent in other transactions. This
prevents double spending of the same funds.
Transaction Signature Verification: Verify the digital signatures associated with the transaction. This step ensures that the
transaction was signed by the rightful owner of the funds.
Transaction Output Validation: Check that the outputs of the transaction adhere to the defined rules of the blockchain, such as
the correct format and values.
Matching Inputs and Ledger State: Ensure that the inputs specified in the transaction match the current state of the ledger. This
step confirms that the funds being spent belong to the sender.
Update Ledger State: If all the checks pass, update the ledger state by adding the new outputs of the transaction. This step
ensures that the blockchain accurately reflects the transfer of ownership.
8
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C. Proof of Work

Function 3: Proof of Work
Input: block_data, target_difficulty; Output: nonce, calculated_hash

𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒 ← 0 while true do
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑_𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 ← concatenate(𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘_𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎, 𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒) 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑_ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ ← hash_function(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑_𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎) if
has_required_prefix(𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑_ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ, 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡_𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑦) then

return 𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑_ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ
end
𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒 ← 𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 1

end

Parameters: The input parameters are, (i) block_data: Data of the block being mined and (ii) target_difficulty : Number of leading
zeros the hash should have.
Initialization: Initialize a variable nonce to 0. Miners alter the nonce to affect the hash.
Loop: Enter an infinite loop using while true.
Hash Data: Create data_to_hash by concatenating block_data and the current value of nonce.
Hash Calculation: Compute hash_result by applying a hash function (e.g., SHA-256) to data_to_hash.

. Check Required Prefix

Function 4: Check Required Prefix Input: hash_result, prefix_lenght; Output: boolean result

𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑_𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑥 ← ‘‘0’’ × 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑥_𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
return hash_result.startswith(required_prefix)

Check Difficulty : Utilize the has_required_prefix function to check if hash_result satisfies the specified target_difficulty.
Condition Met : If the condition is met (hash has required prefix), return nonce and hash_result.
Condition Not Met : If the condition is not met, increment nonce and the loop continues.

.4. Inter-planetary file system

The Inter-Planetary File System(IPFS) is an open-source file-sharing peer-to-peer network used to store and share data in a
istributed file system [17]. IPFS uses content-addressing to uniquely identify each file in a global namespace connecting IPFS
ervers. Similar to BitTorrent, IPFS enables users to host and receive content. A resilient system of file storage and sharing is created
y IPFS, which is structured around a decentralized system of user-operators who each hold a piece of the total data. Using a
istributed hash table (DHT), other peers in the network can find and request the content from any node that has it, and any user
n the network can serve a file by its content address.

The steps involved in IPFS (depicted in Fig. 2) are as follows:

(i) The process of Data Sharing on IPFS begins with first placing/uploading the File into the IPFS.
(ii) Once the uploading of the data is done, it returns a Hash Key along with a timestamp which consists of day, date, and time.
(iii) The user then Queries the Smart Contract for the Public Key of the Worker.
(iv) Further, the file is split into n shares and given keys for each share randomly for encryption purposes.
(v) Finally the Encrypted Shares are stored on the Blockchain.

The goal of IPFS is to establish a single worldwide network, in contrast to BitTorrent. The peers downloading the content from
ser 1 and the peers downloading it from user 2 swap data if two users publish a block of data with the same hash. By using gateways
hat are HTTP-accessible, IPFS aspires to replace the technologies used for delivering static web pages. Users have the option to use
public gateway rather than installing an IPFS client on their device. On the IPFS GitHub website, a list of these gateways is kept
p to date.

.4.1. Key concepts of IPFS
• Content Addressing : IPFS uses content addressing, as opposed to the conventional web, which locates information using URLs

depending on the location of the server. Based on its content, each piece of data is given a distinct cryptographic hash, ensuring
that pieces of data with the same content always have the same hash. This hash acts as the content’s address, making retrieval
9
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Fig. 2. Data sharing on IPFS.

• Decentralization: IPFS does away with data storage and distribution being centralized. In a peer-to-peer network, files are
dispersed among a collection of linked nodes. Files can be retrieved from any node that possesses the content, each of which
stores a portion of the total material.

• Merkle DAG: To represent the connections between pieces of content, IPFS creates a Merkle Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG).
A piece of content is represented by each node in the graph, and edges connect nodes based on content references. Effective
versioning, data integrity, and content sharing are all made possible by this structure.

• Data Deduplication: IPFS uses data deduplication because identical content is given the same hash. This reduces storage
redundancy and optimizes network traffic because a file that is uploaded by several users is only stored once on the network.

• Cryptographic Integrity : Content addressing protects cryptographic file integrity, which is a requirement for encryption. Since the
material is uniquely recognized by its hash, any modifications cause a change in the hash, making tampering or unauthorized
adjustments immediately obvious.

• Rewards and Incentives: The IPFS network offers the idea of Filecoin, a cryptocurrency that runs on top of the IPFS network.
By offering material to people who seek it and sharing their storage space with the network, users can earn Filecoin. This
encourages involvement and aids in keeping the content accessible.

2.4.2. Benefits of IPFS
• Decentralization: By reducing reliance on centralized servers, IPFS improves the availability and resilience of data. It lowers

the chance of censorship and single point failures.
• Faster material Retrieval: Since the system can locate material based on its hash, content addressing enables efficient retrieval,

allowing for faster downloads by collecting data from close-by nodes.
• Offline Access: Because IPFS nodes include an offline mode, users can access content even when they are not connected to the

internet. This is especially helpful in locations that are far away or disaster-stricken.
• Data preservation: As long as someone on the network keeps the content, its permanence is improved. For long-term archiving

and preservation of data, this is advantageous.
• Reduced Bandwidth: Because IPFS makes use of data deduplication, less bandwidth is needed to transfer similar material.

2.5. Computing paradigms

IoT depends on external computing paradigms such as Cloud computing for processing and analytics. This work leverages the
four layered Mist-Edge-Fog-Cloud architecture being patented by Venugopal et al. 2024, An Integrated Computing Storage System and
Method of Security related thereto, [18], to enhance Communication-Response-Compute-Security-Storage (CRCSS) performance for a
Pharmaceutical SCM.

(i) Mist Computing : Mist Computing, is a distributed computing paradigm that brings cloud computing closer to the data source
or edge devices. It tries to enhance efficiency and minimize latency by processing data locally, close to where it is generated,
rather than transferring all data to a centralized cloud server. Communication takes nearly five times the power of computing
in embedded microcontroller, so, by collecting and processing raw data at the very edge conserves time, bandwidth and
battery power. For example, Mist computing can be used to filter information at the source level so as to reduce data
transmission and storage requirements and speed up future data analysis [19]. Filtering, anomaly identification mechanisms,
10
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geospatial calculations or pattern recognition are performed on the mist. The time delay in Mist Computing is negligible; but
the processing capability is very limited [20,21]. Fiber optic networks provide lossless and fast communication [22,23], but
the Wireless Sensor Networks are popular in IoT communication [24,25].

(ii) Edge Computing: The Edge Computing (EC) architecture emerged in the early 2000s, as a low capacity intermediate layer
between the IoT and Cloud to address the problem of transmission delay. The edge nodes provide computing offload, storing
and caching for IoT management for less computation and fast response jobs [26]. Edge computing seeks to improve response
times, reduce network congestion, and increase privacy by processing data locally before transferring it to the cloud for
processing [27]. Hence, Edge computing nodes directly connect to the cloud as well as the sensors, but generally do not
communicate laterally with other edge nodes and can only work in a single application per setup. Data generated by the
sensors are forwarded to the edge nodes, where nominal processing is carried out on the data and fast response to queries
are provided back to the respective query device [28]. The difference between Edge and Fog is that the Edge node is closer
to the source IoT layer, has relatively lower computational capacity, but also has a low data transmission time due to its
proximity to the device, and rarely require the processing capability of the cloud.

(iii) Fog Computing: Fog Computing brings the computing capability in between the IoT devices and the Cloud server, to address
the increased network traffic and latency caused by cloud computing. Fog is a medium weight and intermediate level of
computing power which complements Cloud Computing [29]. The advantage of Fog computing is that it reduces response
time; it also reduces the amount of data that needs to be sent to the cloud. Rather than forward all the IoT data to Cloud
servers, some processing is done on fog nodes for faster response, and processed data (fit for archival or long term storage)
is stored in Cloud, and bandwidth requirements are reduced.

(iv) Cloud Computing: Cloud Computing (CC) is the on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources (compute servers, storage, applications, databases) [30]. Cloud data centers are typically huge facilities set up
by big organizations. The Cloud APIs facilitate provisioning of resources, deployment of VM images, storing of data, and
help to enable the IaaS/PaaS/SaaS service delivery models in Cloud Computing [31]. The on-demand dynamic elasticity,
geographically independent network access and elimination of cost of ownership are the key advantages of Cloud; which
are useful for IoT data processing and storage. Theoretically, the Cloud is of unprecedented compute-storage capacity; and
the IoT connects to Cloud Computing over WAN or through cellular networks. However, the time delay in transmission of
data between IoT and Cloud, over the Internet, is problematic for time-critical systems. This issue has been addressed in Fog
Computing [32].

.6. Machine learning and artificial intelligence

Machine Learning (ML) is a type of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that is based on Artificial Neural Network (ANN), especially
onvolutional Neural Networks (CNN), which includes multiple layers of processing used to extract high levels of features from
ata [33]. This approach allows for the creation of sophisticated models that can recognize patterns and make predictions in a wide
ange of applications, from speech recognition and image processing to natural language understanding and autonomous driving.
he term deep refers to the depth of the neural network, which can have many layers, each of which processes different aspects of
he data. By training these networks on vast amounts of labeled data, deep learning algorithms can learn to recognize subtle patterns
nd make accurate predictions with remarkable accuracy. As such, deep learning is becoming increasingly important in fields such
s healthcare, finance, marketing and SCM for analytics of large data sets, forensics and complex decision-making processes.

. Literature review

Ghadge et al. [34], address the need of blockchain technology in the pharmaceutical supply chain, particularly in light of the
ovid-19 pandemic. The proposed conceptual framework offers practical guidance for stakeholders to navigate the implementation
f blockchain, fostering transparency, traceability, and efficiency in the pharmaceutical supply chain. Singh et al. [35], implemented
blockchain-enabled patient EHR healthcare framework with smart contracts to manage multistakeholders (doctors, patient,

athology, chemist, insurance) while guaranteeing data privacy, availability, immutability, authentication. The demonstration
ndicates that blockchain-enabled EHR frameworks will revolutionize next-generation healthcare.

Qun et al. [14], present a comprehensive framework for supply chain management based on the Internet of Things (IoT) and
lockchain technology. The framework consists of three main components: an access control system, a backup peer mechanism,
nd an internal data isolation and transmission approach. The access control system includes a registrar module and an inspection
odule. The registrar module handles information registration with a predefined policy that all companies in the supply chain
ust adhere to. It also provides functions for revocation and updating. The inspection module monitors the actions of the subjects

nd identifies any misbehavior, allowing the system to penalize violators. By verifying and storing all actions and information in
he blockchain, the proposed framework enhances IoT access control and the security of IoT admission. The proposed solution
nhances security, resource allocation, and waste management while promoting effective collaboration among companies in the
upply chain. A supply chain system for IoT using hyper-ledger blockchain fabric with efficient data isolation and transmission and
mproved security has been designed. Integration of the existing system and its cost-effectiveness needs to be further examined.

Mozhdeh et al. [29], have designed a blockchain-enabled fog structure to provide secure IoT with reduced latency for real-
ime data processing. The issue of scale-up in maintaining high performance and energy efficiency needs to be further examined.
11
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blockchain with an authentication algorithm. It protects the privacy of the worker’s location and increases the success rate of the
completion assigned and helps prevent attacks through re-identification.

However, the system’s resilience to sensitive data needs improvement.
The worker’s acceptance probability p𝑤 is modeled as a function of both distance d𝑤, 𝑡 and reward R𝑤

𝑡 , as given below:

𝑝𝑤 = 𝑓 (𝑑𝑤,𝑡, 𝑅
𝑤
𝑡 ) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

𝑦(𝛼 𝑅𝑡
𝑤

𝑑𝑤,𝑡
), 𝑑𝑤,𝑡 ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐷

0, 𝑑𝑤,𝑡 > 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐷
(1)

Kumar et al. [37], have used Random Forest, Xtreme Gradient Boosting, Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) and BoT-
Dataset, to effectively detect the IoT-based attacks. The Blockchain provides a decentralized network. Further, it can be extended
by adding deep-learning techniques and improving the performance and the latency time to detect the attacks.

The value 𝜖 = 0.1 is set to the parameters so that overfitting can be avoided. The parameter value is predefined, which causes
degradation in the value of the prediction.

𝑣(𝑠)𝑘 = 𝑣(𝑠−1)𝑘 + ∈ 𝑓𝑠(𝑟𝑘) (2)

Yu et al. [13], proposes a hierarchical edge-cloud blockchain called LayerChain for large-scale low-delay Industrial IoT
pplications. It distributes the blockchain between Edge and Cloud layers to mitigate delays and improve scalability. This approach
mproves the blockchain with respect to delay, block propagation time and resource requirements. Okafor et al. in their several works
ropose different methods to optimize the data transfer latency between IoT and Cloud, to improve the response of the IoT-Cloud
pplications. A method of processing data on the egde without first transferring the data to Cloud is proposed in [38]; a spine-leaf
og computing network (SL-FCN) is used to reduce latency and network congestion in the distributed multilayer IoT-Fog-Cloud.
CPS architecture named CloudMesh to support Input–Output (IO) data stream, traffic engineering and software defined network
onitoring in Edge-to-Fog and Fog-to-Cloud is discussed in [39]. An optimized data transmission using Software-defined network

ptimization (StreamRobot) for IoT networks is proposed in [40]. A lightweight multi-hop routing protocol performs optimal routing
n a multilayered system to improve throughput and signal stability while reducing path loss and communication cost has been
ttempted [41].

The summary of recent literature reviewed is presented in Table 5.

. Problem statement

.1. Pharmaceutical Supply Chain Management System (PSCMS)

The Pharmaceutical Supply Chain comprises of purchasing raw materials to manufacture of medicines and delivering it to the
onsumers. The processes and mobility of data in Pharma SCM are as follows:

(i) Procuring raw materials: Verify authenticity and quality from suppliers; Record details on blockchain (eg: batch number,
supplier info)

(ii) Manufacturing: Record production milestones on blockchain
(iii) Quality control and testing: Verify product authenticity and quality; Update blockchain with test results and certifications
(iv) Packaging and labeling: Record packaging information on blockchain
(v) Distribution to wholesalers/retailers: Track shipment status on blockchain; Handle delivery and payment terms
(vi) Retail sales: Record sales transactions on blockchain; Manage payments and inventory updates
(vii) End customer: Access product information (eg: authenticity, origin) via blockchain; Provide feedback or report issues on the

blockchain

4.2. Requirements of PSCMS

The Pharmaceutical supply chains dealing with life-saving medications, require secure manufacturing and storage and the timely
delivery of medicines to patients.

(i) PSCMS system should be secure
(ii) It should alert any problems such as tampering, traceability, etc.
(iii) PSCMS systems require fast response
(iv) The system should be scalable
(v) The SCM systems are becoming complex in terms of number of transactions and data
(vi) Some of the large SCM data need to be securely stored and analyzed
(vii) Should be able to deal with complex growing data
12
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Table 5
Blockchain literature review.

Author Algorithm/ Performance/ Research gaps/
concept/Model Implementation Advantages Future challenges

Yuan et al. 2022 [42]
Semi-centralized trust
management based on blockchain
for data exchange in IoT system

- Rotation-based consensus
protocol

- Decentralized and
semi-centralized architecture
- Improved trust computation
- Identification of malicious
devices

- Scalability
- Robustness

Tan et al. 2021 [43],
Blockchain-empowered access
control framework for smart
devices in green IoT

- W3C consortium
- Decentralized identifiers (DIDs)
- Authentication algorithm
- Smart contract in private
blockchain

- Unified GSD management
platform
- Efficient secured model
- Protection of text-based data

- Interoperability with GSDs and
GIoT platforms
- Cost-effectiveness

Xingjuan et al. 2021, [44]
Sharding scheme-based
many-objective optimization
algorithm to enhancing security
in blockchain-enabled IIoT

- Main framework of MaOEA-DRP - Dynamic reward and penalty
mechanism
- Throughput improvement
- Better performance
- Security and privacy
preservation

- Improve malicious node
detection
- Reduce energy consumption
- Efficient privacy-preserving
methods

Qun et al. 2021 [14],
Supply-chain system framework
based on IoT using blockchain
technology

- Committing transactions on the
hyperledger fabric

- Efficient data isolation and
transmission
- Fault tolerance
- Improved security

- Integration with existing systems
- Cost-effectiveness

Mengmeng et al. 2021 [36],
A Blockchain-based location
privacy-preserving crowdsensing
system

- Register in the public blockchain
- Task assignment
- Contract creation
- Authentication algorithm
- Smart contract in private
blockchain

- Privacy of worker locations
- Better success rate of
completing assigned tasks
- Prevent re-identification attacks

- Evaluate the proposed system’s
resilience to attacks
- Protect other types of sensitive
data

Ismaeel et al. 2021, [45],
Incentive-based mechanism for
volunteer computing using
blockchain

- Blockchain formation using the
complex search procedure

- Reduced delays
- High reward distribution
- Fair and balanced resource
usage
- Secure comm. & service delivery

- Improve fault tolerance
- Improve interoperability

Kebira et al. 2022, [46],
Access control and
privacy-preserving
blockchain-based system for
diseases management

- Register or Update patient
- Register new device
- Add permission
- Send data hash & Get data hash
- Inter-planetary file system
- Proxy re-encryption

- Faster data storage due to
Ethereum blockchain
- Remote patient monitoring
- Scalability due to use of IPFS
- Enhanced privacy and security

- Integration with AI
- Data standardization
- Improve performance

Jiawei et al. 2022, [47],
Efficient blockchain hierarchical
data sharing in healthcare IoT

- Blockchain-based Hierarchical
data sharing framework (BHDSF)

- Fine-grained access control
- Efficient retrieval
- Aggregative authentication
- Secure trustworthy metadata

- Integration with AI
- Interoperability

Jiang et al. 2022, [48],
Attribute-based encryption with
blockchain protection scheme for
electronic health records

- Attribute-based encryption
(ABE)
- CEC-ABE
- CP-ABE

- Better patient control over EHRs
- Protect against unauthorized
modification
- Fine-grained attribute revocation
- Computational efficiency

- Enhance data privacy and
security
- Scale up to handle large
amounts of data

Mozhdeh et al. 2018, [29],
Blockchain-enabled fog structure
to provide data security in IoT
applications

- Fog computing
- DLT

- Improve data security
- Reduce latency
- Real-time data processing

- Improve energy-efficiency
- Scale-up while maintaining good
performance
- Develop standardized protocols
and interfaces

Yu et al. 2021, [49],
Blockchain-enhanced data sharing
with traceable and direct
revocation in IIoT

- Decisional Bilinear
Diffie–Hellman (DBDH)
- Smart Factory Big Data (SFBD)

- DBDH assumption and ABE
ensure security & confidentiality
of SFBD
- Public/private keys are smaller
compared to other schemes
- Less overhead time

- Enhance data privacy and
security
- Cost-effectiveness
- Efficient and Compatible

(continued on next page)
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Table 5 (continued).
Author Algorithm/ Performance/ Research gaps/
concept/Model Implementation Advantages Future challenges

Zawar et al. 2022, [50],
Blockchain based solutions to
mitigate Distributed Denial of
Service (DDoS) Attacks in the
internet of things: A survey

- Proof of Work (PoW)
- Proof of Stake (PoS)
- Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS)
- Elliptic Curve Digital Signature
Algorithm (ECDSA)

- Difficult for attackers to tamper
with data
- Difficult for attackers to launch
DDoS attacks due to
decentralization
- Resilience

- Reduce energy-consumption
- Privacy-preserving blockchain
solutions

Gunasekaran et al. 2022, [51],
Blockchain assisted secure data
sharing model for internet of
things based smart industries

- Blockchain-assisted secure data
sharing (BSDS)
- Robust Certificate-Less Signature
(RCLS)

- Reduced failure rate
- Increased response rat
- Scalability due to BSDS model

- Integration with legacy systems
- Implement in IIoT systems with
limited resources

Zhang et al. 2019, [52],
Chronos+: An accurate
blockchain-based time-stamping
for cloud storage

- Window of Time-Stamping
(WoT)
- BLS signature algorithm

- High accuracy
- Tamper-proof
- Efficient in terms of monetary
costs, WoT and computation

- Compatibility with different
blockchains
- Cloud-storage

Hewa et al. 2022, [53],
Fog computing and
blockchain-based security service
architecture for 5G industrial
IoT-enabled cloud manufacturing

- Certificate generation smart
contract
- Fog blockchain node requesting
verification of smart contract
- CSP request verification and Key
establishment smart contract

- Reduced end-to-end latency
- Increased overall system
performance
- Improved security and privacy
of cloud manufacturing process
and equipment

- Integration with Cyber-Physical
Systems (CPS)
- Integrate with local 5G
operators for real-time health
monitoring

Yu et al. 2021, [13],
LayerChain: A hierarchical
edge-cloud blockchain for
large-scale low-delay IIoT

- Clouds and edge layered
structure to distribute blockchain
data
- Tree-based clustering algorithm
to propagate blocks

- Improved response time
- Improved scalability

All edge nodes may not have
sufficient resources

Singh et al. 2020, [35], A novel
patient-centric architectural
framework for blockchain-enabled
healthcare applications

- Patient-centric blockchain
enabled framework
- Stakeholders transactions
validation

Throughput (TPS) increased by
increasing block size

Include byzantine fault tolerance
ordering services for fault
tolerance

IoT is an obvious technology for automation in real-world SCM applications; while Blockchain facilitates the process and data
ecurity. Since Blockchain offers immutability, time-stamping, traceability and non-repudiation, it is capable of alerting problems
uch as tampering, counterfeiting and time-delay. The comprehensive set of security properties essential for smart applications
nclude — Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability, Privacy and Non-repudiation (CIAPNr). Blockchain inherently guarantees integrity,
vailability and non-repudiation. Confidentiality and privacy are typically safeguarded through Cryptography.

In recent years, light weight and homomorphic encryption techniques are being researched to secure resource constrained IoT
nd for protecting confidentiality and privacy during analytics [54]. The state-of-the-art light weight and hardware cryptographic
echniques suitable for resource constrained IoTs are addressed in [55–58]. Kermani et al. [59], have carried out extensive work
n fault detection in VLSI with regard to overhead costs, space complexity and time delay. A security module for implantable
nd wearable medical IoT devices has been proposed [60,61]. Recently, cryptographic techniques are becoming inadequate due
o emergence of quantum computers which can easily generate prime factor keys and side-channel attacks. Canto et al. [62] and
oziel et al. [63] have proposed robust quantum safe cryptographic techniques to safeguard against such attacks. Proven solutions

or fault detection, countermeasures to attacks and quantum safe cryptography are presented in [64–66]. For performing efficient
ata analytics, it is recommended to use Homomorphic Encryption, Searchable Encryption and Multiparty Computation techniques,
hich permit analytical operations on the data aggregation without decrypting each record. A light weight, quantum secure and
omomorphic encryption suitable for IoT-Cloud environment has been designed and developed in [54].

Besides enhanced response time and security, other challenges of SCM are due to large number of IoTs and processes. For
xample, the airplane manufacturing SCM has to deal with several thousands of components, their quality, date of fixture or service
ue date, and keep track of the operational airplanes to ensure that they are safe. Another challenge faced in the perishable items
CM, is that the quality of ingredients changes with time.

.3. Objectives

The objective of this work is to determine the most suitable open-source blockchain platform for real-world applications which
ave requirement of fast response, scalability, data storage, security and efficiency. The objectives of this work are as follows:

• Design an automatic IoT-Cloud-Blockchain based Pharmaceutical SCM with enhanced Communication-Response-Compute-
Security-Storage.

• Identify appropriate blockchain platform for PSCMS based on quantitative analysis of upload time, download time and
transaction fees
14
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Fig. 3. Architecture of blockchain enabled pharma SCM.

Fig. 4. Architecture of blockchain enabled pharma SCM.

4.4. Constraints

• Delay in data transmission from IoT to Cloud
• Public blockchains used by SCM do not allow programmatic control of blocktime, data size, fee etc.
• Data upload size permissible in the various blockchains are limited
• The consensus algorithms are compute hungry and time consuming
• The time taken for converging to consensus is proportional to the number of blocks involved

5. Proposed solution

In order to address the requirements of real-time processing and control for time critical PSCMS, the four layered multi-tiered
architecture is utilized [18]; it comprises of IoT, Mist, Edge, Fog and Cloud computing layers as seen in Fig. 3. The main difference
between the layers is in terms of the communication, response, compute, security and storage (CRCSS) capacities. The SCM activities
are distributed in the hierarchical architecture, so that the communication delay is reduced and the compute-storage capacity
15
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is exploited to improve the overall response time. This research work uses IoT, four-layered compute-storage infrastructure and
Blockchain in the following manner to provide secure, optimized and real-time responsive Pharmaceutical SCM system:

• Use IoT for automation and computing layers for storing and processing data
• Distribute the SCM activities in the hierarchical four layered Mist-Edge-Fog-Cloud architecture, to improve the response time
• Use blockchain to provide secure SCM transactions
• Use blockchain enabled cloud permanent storage for processing or analytics

There have been efforts to improve the overall efficiency of the system by reducing the data transmission delay, and provide
ightweight consensus algorithms and smart contracts. While many blockchain-as-a-service (BaaS) are offered on Clouds such as
racle Blockchain Cloud Service, IBM Blockchain Platform, Corda, Kaledio and Azure Blockchain which leverage Cloud Computing.
here are also blockchains that are tuned to Edge computing and Fog Computing. Recent efforts of blockchain integration with fog
omputing are — FogCoin, IOTA and Aion. Similarly, Hut 8, Solana, and Lumen are examples of blockchain on Edge computing.

Yu et al. [13], proposes a hierarchical edge-cloud blockchain called LayerChain to improve the response and storage of
lockchain. Here, the blockchain data is stored in two layers of clouds and edge nodes, thereby reducing the resource requirements
nd block propagation time, making it well-suited for large-scale low-delay Industrial IoT applications. However, since blockchains
re being adapted to edge and fog nodes, the SCM can be made to exploit a hierarchical compute-storage architecture to provide
etter response time.

.1. IOT-MIST-EDGE-FOG-CLOUD: IMEFC architecture

A four layered architecture combining the Mist, Edge, Fog and Cloud computing paradigms (explained in Section 2.5) is
roposed to run the pharmaceutical supply chain application. This architecture is superior to the two layer LayerChain architecture
roposed by Yu et al. in [13]. The LayerChain is a two layer Edge and Cloud computing architecture for improving the response
n Industrial IoT. Improving over the LayerChain concept, this work introduces two more intermediate layers of Mist and Fog. By
ntroducing additional Mist and Edge to the two layered architecture helps to better distribute the tasks based on the urgency of
esponse required, storage permanence and compute load. Mist computing offers a cooperative computing paradigm with lateral
ommunication data distribution and compute across nodes at Mist level. However, Edge computing nodes directly connect to
he cloud as well as the sensors, but generally do not communicate laterally with other edge nodes and can only work in a single
pplication per setup. When immediate response is required, Mist Computing is most suitable; as the priority is for fast computation,
ess network delay, and data storage is not mandatory. Mist nodes can be deployed close to the field and perform quick computation
nd respond to the user; while the data is forwarded to higher layers for storage or more complex processing. The pharmaceutical
upply chain shall leverage the IMEFC (IoT-Mist-Edge-Fog-Cloud) architecture to process and analyze data at various levels as
ollows.

The Pharmaceutical Supply Chain uses the IMEFC architecture at various stages in manufacture plant, packaging, distribution,
tc. For example, in the manufacturing plant, it is required to monitor and adjust the temperature and humidity at every ten minutes
nterval to safeguard the product quality. In such cases, the Mist computing, which is near the data source, can be used for real-time
ata processing and control. The next stage is the inventory management, product quality assurance and authenticity checks. These
ctivities are more compute intensive and can be performed on Edge Computers. Similarly, route planning, shipment tracking and
harmaceutical logistics can handled in Fog nodes, as it takes inputs from multiple sources which can be converged at the higher level
og Computing. Finally, the cloud can be used by pharmaceutical businesses for long-term data storage, evaluating historical data,
erforming advanced analytics, managing large-scale database, data mining and compliance reporting. Hence, different layers of the
ierarchical architecture provide appropriate communication-response-compute-secure-storage mechanisms of process in enhancing
he performance of the SCM.

.2. Blockchain based PSCMS

Developing a secure and resilient Pharma SCM necessitates the integration of Blockchain. Real-time pharmaceutical data such
s batch numbers, production timestamps, or temperature is collected and input at several phases of the supply chain and should
e recorded in the blockchain.

This process is designed as a SCM integrated with blockchain (Fig. 4). The data related to each of the activities in the Supply
hain are stored into blockchain. For example, in the manufacturing process, the quantity, quality, temperature,along with time
tamping are uploaded into the supply chain. This becomes an immutable transaction and helps in monitoring and control of the
rocesses and tracking of the goods. Similarly, the distribution process requires to record the package serial number, vehicle number,
estination addresses and so on. When there are a large number of components or parameters, the size of the data becomes large
16
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5.3. Proposed multi-tier blockchain enabled PSCMS

By combining the Blockchain and multi-layered computational architecture, it is possible to provide security and improve the
rocessing time. The steps for automating the Supply Chain Management by using IoT, Blockchain with off-chain storage in a
ulti-layered computational architecture, is presented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Blockchain for SCM in Multi-tiered Architecture
Input: blockchain_name, transactions_data
utput: storage confirmation
. Select / Create the Blockchain networks in Edge / Fog / Cloud;
. Define the authorities which participate in the consensus;
. Define smart contracts for the SCM;
. Register the IoT devices and Mist, Edge, and Fog nodes participating in the SCM, to the Blockchain Network;
. Create a corresponding Blockchain client and connect to the network;
. Upload SCM process data (on-chain / off-chain mode);
. return Storage Confirmation

6. Blockchain platforms

The main aspects to improve the performance of the IoT-Blockchain enabled SCM are to improve the response time and secure
torage. Hence, we experimentally study few popular blockchain platforms in terms of the upload time, download time, file size,
hroughput and transaction cost.

.1. Bitcoin

Bitcoin is a decentralized digital currency that is also known as a cryptocurrency. Unlike traditional government-issued currencies
fiat currencies), Bitcoin runs on a decentralized peer-to-peer network, eliminating the need for intermediaries such as banks. It
nables secure and transparent transactions and the blockchain technology that underpins it protects its integrity. The Bitcoin
lockchain is a public distributed ledger that records all Bitcoin transactions. It is a series of blocks, with each block containing
set of transactions. These transactions are bundled together and sequentially added to the blockchain. The blockchain acts as a

amper-proof record of each transaction’s history, ensuring transparency and security.

ata Storage on Bitcoin Blockchain: While the primary purpose of the Bitcoin blockchain is to record financial transactions, it is also
ossible to store small amounts of data on it via a process known as ‘‘OP_RETURN’’. A variety of tasks can be done as part of a

transaction using the Bitcoin scripting language. The OP_RETURN opcode is one of these operations. It is a unique technique that lets
you attach a short amount of data (up to 80 bytes) to a transaction output. This information is not spendable, which means it does
not entail the transfer of Bitcoin between addresses. You would initiate a transaction and include an output using the OP_RETURN
opcode to save data on the Bitcoin network. The data to be saved is then passed as an argument to the opcode. This information
is often represented using hexadecimal values. Keep in mind that the OP_RETURN opcode provides only 80 bytes of data storage
space. This means that only little pieces of data, such as hashes, timestamps, or short messages, can be stored. Further, because
every byte of data uploaded to the blockchain requires space, incorporating data in a transaction incurs a cost. Higher data storage
entails higher costs. When data is embedded in the Bitcoin blockchain via the OP_RETURN opcode, it becomes an indelible part of
the blockchain’s history. The data is replicated across the whole network of nodes, making changes or removal extremely difficult.
This immutability and decentralization are key characteristics of the blockchain technology that Bitcoin pioneered.

The Bitcoin blockchain, however, may not be the most efficient solution for all data storage needs due to restricted space and
associated expenses. Other blockchains or decentralized storage solutions, such as IPFS (InterPlanetary File System), may be better
suited for big data storage needs. Finally, while Bitcoin is primarily intended for secure peer-to-peer transactions, its blockchain may
also be used to store small amounts of data via the OP_RETURN opcode. This capacity opens up new options for time-stamping,
verification, and proof of existence, but it is critical to understand the constraints and costs involved with Bitcoin blockchain data
storage.

Key Parameters: The main aspects of Bitcoin blockchain which affect SCM applications include:

• Upload Time: Bitcoin’s upload time for files is limited by its block size limits. While the OP RETURN opcode can be used to
attach data to Bitcoin transactions, it is normally limited to relatively modest quantities of data, up to 80 bytes. This renders
Bitcoin unsuitable for large data uploads or extensive file storage.

• Download Time: Downloading specified blocks from Bitcoin blockchain is done by selecting the wallet in the history log from
where the blocks should be downloaded. The getBlock() method exports the required block to the local client. Download time
is proportional to the download speed of internet.

• Transaction Fees: Transactions on the Bitcoin network involve the sender paying transaction fees. These fees fluctuate depending
on factors such as transaction size, network congestion, and transaction urgency. Miners prioritize transactions with larger fees,
resulting in varying transaction costs.
17
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6.2. Ethereum

Unlike Bitcoin’s blockchain, which is primarily used to store digital cash, Ethereum’s blockchain is intended to allow smart
ontracts and Decentralized Apps (DApps). Ether (ETH) is the Ethereum network’s native cryptocurrency, and it is used to facilitate
ransactions and pay for computational services on the platform. The Ethereum blockchain is a decentralized, public ledger that
ecords transactions and allows smart contracts to be executed. It goes beyond Bitcoin’s capabilities by allowing developers to
reate and deploy their own blockchain apps, bringing programmability and automation to blockchain technology. The Ethereum
lockchain’s support for smart contracts is a critical feature. Smart contracts are self-executing agreements in which the contract
erms are directly encoded into code. When established criteria are met, they automatically execute and enforce the contract’s
rovisions. This enables the trustless and tamper-resistant automation of a wide range of operations, including financial transactions,
upply chain management, and others.

ata Storage on Ethereum Blockchain: A data storage component is included in Ethereum smart contracts. They can directly store data
ariables and structures on the blockchain. Depending on the contract’s design, these variables can be either public or private. When
ata is saved in an Ethereum smart contract, it becomes immutable and resistant to tampering. This is a key feature of blockchain
echnology. The data contained in a transaction becomes a permanent part of the blockchain’s history once it is confirmed and
dded to a block. Gas fees must be paid for storing data on the Ethereum network. The processing resources required to process
nd record the transaction on the blockchain are covered by the gas costs. The higher the gas expenses, the more complex the
ata storage procedure (for example, writing big volumes of data). As a result of its support for smart contracts and decentralized
pplications, Ethereum’s blockchain offers a more adaptable setting for data storage. While data storage has gas costs and scalability
ssues, Ethereum presents a powerful foundation for developing decentralized and transparent solutions that can transform numerous
ndustries.

ey Parameters: The main parameters of Ethereum with respect to SCM applications are:

• Upload Time: Uploading files to Ethereum can be achieved through smart contracts, which offer greater flexibility compared
to Bitcoin. However, this flexibility comes at a cost. Large file uploads can result in significant gas costs, making Ethereum
less cost-effective for extensive file storage. Developers must carefully manage gas usage to avoid high expenses.

• Download Time: Ethereum has two modes of storage - on-chain and off-chain. The on-chain download time will be 2–3 s as it
involves only the metadata. For Off-chain mode, the time mainly depends on size of file being downloaded from the IPFS; the
metadata download time from blockchain takes only 2–3 s. Generally the download time is slightly more than upload time to
IPFS.

• Transaction Fees: In Ethereum Transaction Fee is called the Gas Price. Gas prices on the Ethereum network determine the speed
and cost of transaction processing. Users must specify the gas price they are willing to pay to prioritize their transactions. High
gas prices can increase the cost of file uploads, making Ethereum potentially expensive for data storage.

.3. Filecoin

Protocol Labs introduced Filecoin, a decentralized storage network and cryptocurrency, in 2020. It intends to use blockchain
echnology to build a global marketplace for data storage and retrieval. In contrast to typical centralized storage systems, Filecoin
mploys a distributed model in which individuals and companies can rent out excess storage space in exchange for the native
ryptocurrency, FIL. This results in the formation of a decentralized network of storage providers and customers, providing safe,
ependable, and cost-effective data storage. The Filecoin network is based on a blockchain, which acts as the basis for its storage
arketplace. This blockchain tracks storage transactions, data recovery, and storage provider incentives. It incorporates a number

f novel proof procedures to ensure that storage providers keep their promises and retain data accurately.
The decentralized storage model of Filecoin has various benefits, including Data being spread across many storage providers,

nd lowering the chance of data loss due to hardware failures or other problems. The network employs cryptographic algorithms
o secure the integrity of stored data, ensuring that it is not altered. Users can find storage providers who meet their requirements,
esulting in a competitive market for storage services.

ata Storage on Filecoin Blockchain: Clients are network users who want to store data on the network. They pay storage providers in
IL tokens in exchange for storage services. Storage providers or miners are individuals or companies who supply storage capacity.
hey use FIL tokens as collateral and get rewards for storing data successfully. Clients and storage providers form storage agreements,
efining terms such as data volume, duration, and pricing. Cryptographic proofs are used by storage providers to indicate that they
re storing the data as claimed. The Proof of Replication ensures that data is truly reproduced, whereas the Proof of Space-Time
rovides ongoing storage across time. Clients can obtain their data by submitting retrieval requests and paying the necessary fees.
iners respond to these queries by delivering the data requested.

The decentralized storage capabilities of Filecoin pave the path for a variety of data storage use cases such as supply chain and
ogistics. Thus, Filecoin is a decentralized storage network that employs blockchain technology to provide a global marketplace for
ata storage and retrieval. Filecoin intends to revolutionize data storage by combining a distributed approach, cryptographic proofs,
nd an incentivization model, providing security, redundancy, and efficiency for a wide range of users and applications.
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Table 6
Detailed comparison between Bitcoin, Ethereum and Filecoin.

Aspects Bitcoin Ethereum Filecoin

Primary function Digital currency Smart contract, Blockchain Decentralized storage
Data storage Limited, meta/small data Limited, Smart-contract based Decentralized, Scalable
Transaction cost Can be expensive Higher gas fees Varies based on market, filesize
Scalability Limited Scaling effort (ETH 2.0) Scalable for data volume
Data integrity Limited Blockchain-based, Immutable Cryptographic proof for storage
Economic incentives N/A N/A Rewards storage miners
Smart contract N/A Business logic, Automation N/A
Data privacy Limited Private transaction Varies, Focus on storage
Use cases Currency Automation, Business logic Data storage/retrieval
Applications Finance Finance, Gaming, SCM Data storage
Suitability for SCM Limited for extensive data Automation and Data storage Suitable due to scalability
On/Off-chain On-chain On-chain Hybrid, On and Off-chain

Data size limit Transactions with limited data
attachment

Gas constraints apply to smart
contracts

Designed for more extensive file
storage

Decentralization Decentralized, but mining power
can be concentrated

Moving towards Ethereum 2.0 for
enhanced decentralization

Decentralized storage and
retrieval are prioritized

Censorship resistance Transactions that are not subject
to censorship

Smart contracts and transactions
can be resistive

Data storage intended to
withstand censorship

Developer tools Scripting language and tools are
limited

Smart contract developer tools
and frameworks that are robust

Interaction tools for storage
miners and the network

Adoption and Ecosystem Strong popularity as a digital
money, but restricted in other
applications

A varied ecosystem with
numerous use cases, including
supply chain

Concentrated on data storage,
decentralized web popularity is
increasing

Interoperability Limited interoperability, mostly a
cryptocurrency

Smart contracts enable
interoperability.

Emphasis is on data storage, with
the possibility of integration with
other platforms.

File retrieval Simple metadata retrieval Smart contract retrieval can be
complicated

Created for quick file retrieval

Transaction finality High degree of transaction finality Finality is contingent on block
confirmation

The consensus procedure
determines the outcome.

Network upgrades Due to consensus, network
improvements might be
time-consuming

Upgrades are ongoing, and the
move to Ethereum 2.0 is
underway

Possibility of protocol
enhancements

Governance and Community Decentralized governance Transitioning to Ethereum 2.0,
governance models evolve

Miners and stakeholders are
involved in governance

Upload/Download time Limited due to block size
restriction

Large files incur significant gas
costs

Variable based on miners and
demand

Transaction fees Costly Gas prices influence both speed
and cost

Storage miners set pricing

Key Parameters: The parameters of Filecoin scalable data storage are:

• Upload Time: The upload time of Filecoin varies and is determined by a number of factors, including the selection of storage
miners, network demand, and the size of the data being uploaded. Filecoin’s marketplace approach allows customers to select
miners based on their storage requirements and budget.

• Download Time: Filecoin works in off-chain mode with IPFS. The download time depends on size of file being downloaded.
Generally the download time is slightly more than upload time to IPFS.

• Transaction Fees: Filecoin, unlike Bitcoin and Ethereum, does not use a gas-based fee scheme. It instead follows a marketplace
approach in which storage miners set pricing for their services based on supply and demand dynamics. This strategy enables
consumers to choose storage options that fit their budget and needs.

Hence, the selection of a blockchain platform for file uploads in supply chain management is influenced by a number of
riteria, including the project’s specific requirements as depicted in Table 6. Bitcoin has restrictions on data size and the network
oncentration of mining power. Ethereum sets gas restrictions on smart contracts, which might limit the amount of data that can
e processed within a transaction. Ethereum is planning to convert to Ethereum 2.0, which aims for enhanced decentralization to
ddress some of the concerns about centralization. Filecoin, which is particularly intended for greater file storage, takes a different
pproach. It emphasizes decentralized storage and retrieval, making it suited for data storage, and it is designed to efficiently resist
ensorship.
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In terms of developer tools, Bitcoin has a limited scripting language and tools, whereas Ethereum has a solid ecosystem with
ubstantial developer tools and libraries designed expressly for smart contracts. Filecoin provides tools for dealing with storage
iners and the network, allowing for easier data storage and retrieval. In terms of ecology and adoption, Bitcoin is widely used

s a digital currency but has few applications beyond that. In contrast, Ethereum has a robust ecosystem with a wide range of
pplications, including supply chain management and decentralized finance (DeFi). While Filecoin is primarily used for data storage,
t is gaining popularity in the context of the decentralized web. The interoperability of these platforms varies. Bitcoin is primarily
cryptocurrency with limited compatibility with other blockchain networks. With its smart contract features, Ethereum promotes

nteroperability by allowing interactions with other blockchain platforms. Filecoin primarily focuses on data storage, although it
ay eventually integrate with other blockchain systems. When it comes to file retrieval, Bitcoin provides simple metadata recovery,
hereas Ethereum’s retrieval procedure can be complicated, frequently including smart contracts. Filecoin, on the other hand, is
xpressly intended for efficient file retrieval, making it appropriate for decentralized storage and data retrieval use cases. The finality
f transactions varies across these networks. Bitcoin provides a high level of transaction finality, giving users a sense of confidence.
he finality of Ethereum is dependent on block confirmation, which might vary in terms of timing and confidence. The finality of
ilecoin, like Ethereum, is determined by the consensus mechanism and network dynamics.

Each platform faces its own set of obstacles when it comes to network improvements. Because of the need for consensus among
iners and stakeholders, Bitcoin network updates can be slow. Ethereum is undergoing continuous improvements, with a transition

o Ethereum 2.0 occurring to address scalability and sustainability problems. Filecoin’s protocol has the ability to develop as it
volves. Finally, the governing arrangements of various platforms differ. Bitcoin is based on decentralized governance, which allows
sers and miners to vote on protocol updates. Ethereum is adopting governance structures to achieve greater decentralization as
t transitions to Ethereum 2.0. The governance of Filecoin includes stakeholders and miners, ensuring that crucial decisions are
ecided cooperatively within the ecosystem.

Ultimately, the selection of a blockchain platform for file uploads in supply chain management is influenced by a number of
riteria, including the project’s specific requirements, the extent of data to be kept, the desired level of decentralization, and the
vailable budget. While Bitcoin and Ethereum have established blockchain infrastructures, they have file storage restrictions and
an be influenced by changing fees and delays. Filecoin, on the other hand, is designed specifically for scalable and efficient data
torage, making it an attractive option for supply chain applications that require significant and secure file uploads.

. Implementation

.1. Ethereum

A potent method to improve transparency and traceability inside the supply chain ecosystem is to upload supply chain data to
he Ethereum blockchain. This procedure entails developing and deploying smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain, which store
nd handle supply chain data. Uploading supply chain data to the Ethereum blockchain is a complicated procedure that comprises
everal important steps. By effectively carrying out this process, we can improve the transparency, security, and traceability of the
upply chain management system. The various steps to establish the Ethereum environment are given here under.

(i) Establishing Development Environment : It is critical to fully prepare the development environment before commencing the
adventure of uploading supply chain data to the Ethereum blockchain. Truffle, Ganache, and Infura are three crucial software
tools for this aim.

• Truffle: Truffle is a complete Ethereum development framework. It offers a set of tools to help with smart contract
creation, deployment, and management. To get started, use the npm (Node Package Manager) command npm install -g
truffle to install Truffle.

• Ganache: Ganache is a local blockchain emulator that provides a controlled environment for testing smart contracts. It
includes Ethereum accounts with synthetic Ether for testing purposes.

• Infura: Infura is a critical service that provides access to Ethereum nodes without requiring us to run our own Ethereum
node. To begin, you must first register an Infura account and obtain an API key. This API key is required for interactions
with the Ethereum network.

(ii) Creating and Compiling Smart Contract : After setting up the development environment, we can begin working on the smart
contract. A smart contract developed in Solidity (the Ethereum programming language) describes the logic required to upload
supply chain data to the Ethereum network. The smart contract contain the rules and procedures that govern the storage and
retrieval of supply chain data. This stage entails carefully considering the individual supply chain requirements and developing
a contract that handles them efficiently.

(iii) Smart Contract Deployment : The final step is to deploy the smart contract on the Ethereum blockchain after it has been written
and extensively tested. If it is in the development or testing phase, Ganache is likely to be used to publish it to a local
blockchain. Deployment for production use is either on the Ethereum mainnet or a testnet. In either instance, we need to
connect to the Ethereum network and deploy the smart contract using Infura. It is critical to ensure that the contract is fully
financed with Ether to cover deployment transaction expenses.
20
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Fig. 5. On-chain and off-chain storage in Ethereum.

(iv) SHA-256 hashing of Data: Data integrity and security are two of the most important components of uploading supply chain
data to the Ethereum blockchain. This is where the SHA-256 algorithm comes into play for data hashing. The process of
turning data into a fixed-length hexadecimal code (typically 64 characters) that serves as a unique representation of that
data is known as hashing. It is critical to guarantee that the data remains unmodified and private throughout its blockchain
journey. Any supply chain data should be hashed with SHA-256 before being uploaded to the blockchain. This step is critical
for protecting the data against manipulation and illegal access. Before the data is delivered to the smart contract for storage,
it is normally hashed in the application code.

(v) Interacting with Smart Contract : A contract can be initiated to store the supply chain data on the Ethereum blockchain after
the data is hashed. Typically, a smart contract function is specifically created for this purpose. An Ethereum client library
(e.g., web3.js for JavaScript) is used within the application code to carry out this interaction. This interaction entails sending
a transaction to the smart contract, which then performs the chosen function while passing the hashed supply chain data as a
parameter. After receiving the transaction, the smart contract will execute the function and store the data on the blockchain.

The supply chain data can be successfully uploaded to the Ethereum blockchain by following these well-defined processes and
using the necessary software tools such as Truffle, Ganache, and Infura, as well as rigorous data hashing using SHA-256. This method
improves openness, security, and trust in the supply chain management system. In addition, it also encourages accountability and
efficiency, which benefits the firm and all stakeholders.

7.1.1. Storing on Ethereum blockchain - On-chain or off-chain
Data storage is just one of the many uses for the decentralized, unchangeable ledger that blockchain technology offers. Using the

web3 library and the Infura API, the procedure to hash a file’s contents, store the hash and a timestamp on the Ethereum blockchain,
and communicate with the Ethereum network is explained in [67]. Off-chain transactions are any non-transactional data that is too
large to be stored in the blockchain efficiently, or, requires the ability to be changed or deleted [68]. The transactions may occur
outside of the blockchain, entail lower fees, immediate settlement, and greater anonymity than on-chain transactions. The flowchart
in Fig. 5 provides a pictorial representation of the various steps involved in storing data in Ethereum in On-Chain or Off-Chain modes.

Establishing a connection and importing libraries: The required libraries such as time for timestamp retrieval, hashlib for hashing, and
web3 are imported for the Ethereum interface. Both the Ethereum address and the endpoint URL for the Infura API are specified.
Through the Infura service, a connection to the Ethereum network is made, and the connection’s status is verified.

Calculating File Hash: The SHA-256 hash of the data in a given file is calculated by the calculate_file_hash function. To minimize
memory problems with huge files, it reads the file in digestible pieces (4096 bytes), updating the hash on the go, and the hexadecimal
formatted hash values are returned.

File Path and Hash Calculation: The file_path variable must contain the real file path. The contents of the file are then computed
using the calculate_file_hash function. The integrity of the file is confirmed using this hash.

Generating Timestamp: The time.time() function creates a Unix timestamp. This timestamp shows the seconds that have transpired
since the Unix epoch, or January 1, 1970. It serves as a date stamp on the file’s blockchain entry.

Creating a Transaction: The Ethereum blockchain transaction is ready to contain the file hash and timestamp. The transaction
dictionary comprises the following crucial data:

• to: The Ethereum address of the recipient (to whom you want to send the transaction).
21
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• data: The data you want to include in the transaction, in short. Here, web3.toHex() is used to convert the string that results
from concatenating the file hash and timestamp into hexadecimal representation.

• gas: The most gas that can be used for the transaction. Ethereum uses a processing unit called gas, and transactions need gas
to be carried out.

• gasPrice: The cost for one unit of blockchain gasoline.
• nonce: A unique number connected to the user account that prevents repeat transaction attacks.

Connecting IPFS: Using the ipfshttpclient library, the script connects to the IPFS network. IPFS (InterPlanetary File System) is a
decentralized protocol that provides a content-addressable system for storing and distributing files.

Uploading File to IPFS: Using the ipfs_client.add method, the calculated hash is then utilized to upload the file to the IPFS network.
his method uploads the file to the IPFS network and returns a unique hash of the uploaded data. This hash can be used at any
ime to get the file’s content from the IPFS network.

igning and Sending Transaction: We can only send transactions from our Ethereum address since the transaction is signed using your
rivate key. The sendRawTransaction method is then used to send the signed transaction to the Ethereum network. A transaction’s
nique identifier, and the resulting transaction hash, are printed on the console.

.2. Filecoin

Usage of Filecoin blockchain for supply chain is a meticulously planned procedure that leverages the potential of decentralized
torage to improve data security, accessibility and lifespan.
(i) Prepare the Environment : Establish the development environment before saving supply chain data on the Filecoin blockchain.

e require Node.js 14 or higher, as well as NPM 7 or higher. These are required before running the scripts and interacting with the
ilecoin network programmatically.
(ii) Create a Filecoin Account : A Filecoin account is required to use the Filecoin network for decentralized storage. This account

ives the credentials and access that is required to store and retrieve data from the network. Typically, a Filecoin account can be
reated using the Filecoin network’s official website, where one can sign up and acquire the account details.
(iii) Generating API Token: Filecoin, like web3.storage, frequently requires the usage of API tokens for authentication and

uthorization. These tokens are required for uploading and managing data and allows to interact with the Filecoin network
rogrammatically. Generate an API token by going to the Filecoin account settings and following the prompts to create a new
oken. Keep in mind that the API token allows access to the user’s account. Hence, the API Token should be protected.
(iv) Creating the Upload Script : With the environment in place and the API token in hand, now develop an upload script. This

cript interfaces with the Filecoin network, starts the upload process, and obtains a Content Identifier (CID) for the saved data. The
pload script is often written in JavaScript and interacts with the network via the Filecoin client libraries or SDKs. This script takes
he API token, the path to the file or data to be uploaded, and any additional parameters we provide. The data is then sent to the
ilecoin network to begin the upload process.
(v) Initializing the Upload: When the upload script runs with the correct parameters, the data is uploaded to the Filecoin

lockchain(IPFS Storage). The script uses the API token to authenticate with the Filecoin account and locate the data to be stored
sing the path provided. Once the upload is complete, the script returns a CID, which is a unique identifier for the Filecoin network
ata.
(vi) Obtaining Stored Data: The simplicity of retrieval is one of the benefits of adopting Filecoin for supply chain data storage. To

ccess the saved data, simply enter the CID that was provided during the upload procedure. Data can be retrieved from the Filecoin
etwork (IPFS Storage) by creating the necessary URL or request, making it available for the supply chain management system or
ny other applications that require access.
(vii) Data Protection and Privacy : While Filecoin offers extensive storage possibilities, it is critical to consider data security and

rivacy. To protect sensitive information, make sure the data submitted to Filecoin is properly encrypted and secured. Further, use
est practices for access control to limit retrieval of the stored data.
(viii) Monitoring and Upkeep: Continuous monitoring and maintenance are essential for any data storage solution. Check the status

f the saved data on a regular basis, including its availability and integrity. Filecoin provides tools and APIs for maintaining and
onitoring the data, ensuring that it is always available and dependable.

To sum up, adding supply chain data to the Filecoin blockchain and storing it there improves data security and accessibility.
he benefits of decentralized storage can be utilized while properly managing the supply chain data by following these steps, from
etting up the infrastructure to designing upload scripts and maintaining data security. With its powerful storage capacity and ease
f usage, the Filecoin network is a great resource for enterprises looking for safe and dependable data storage solutions.

.2.1. Storing on Filecoin
Filecoin is built on top of IPFS and provides off-chain method of storage. The Filecoin ecosystem provides clients such as lotus

o provide commands and APIs for storing and retrieving the files. The steps involved in storing data to Filecoin are given below.

(i) Register to the Filecoin storage: Register with the IPFS storage server, say chainsafe, and set up a wallet. Once a wallet is created
with some Filecoin tokens, the client can be used for working with Filecoin.
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(ii) Create a Filecoin client and connect to the network: Methods like new.filecoin and filecoin.connect are used to connect to the
Filecoin network.

(iii) Upload your data: Upload the data to the Filecoin network using the upload method. The file size, duration of storage and
transaction fees should be specified.

(iv) Storage Confirmation: The Filecoin returns the IPFS hash after storing the file. The download method can be used for accessing
the stored file

(v) Download the data: Since reading the data stored on blockchain may be required for forensics or analytics, this can be an
optional step. A blockchain explorer is a utility in the client system to access the data stored blockchain. For example, the
explorer for Ethereum is Etherscan, FileCoin is FilFox, Solana is Solscan and that for Bitcoin it is Blockchain.com’s Bitcoin
Explorer. It supports APIs such as the Get method to programmatically access blockchain data.

8. Experimentation and performance analysis

8.1. Platform

The experiment was conducted for three public Blockchain platforms — Bitcoin, Ethereum and Filecoin by connecting from
a Intel Core i5 PC with 16 GB RAM, 1TB Hard disk connected to Internet link with speed of 1 Gbps. The blockchain clients are
downloaded and run on the PC. The blockchain wallet is obtained with tokens. The client connects to other nodes of the blockchain
network. The main aim is to study the feasibility of the blockchains for suitability to complex SCM applications. The blockchains
are selected from the perspective of their capacity to handle data size. Small, medium and large data sets in the range of 100 Bytes
to 1.5 Giga Bytes are used for uploading and downloading to the blockchains over the internet link of 1 Gbps. For Ethereum both
on-chain and off-chain methods are experimented; for Filecoin it is an off-chain mode and relies on a private IPFS.

8.2. Parameters

Since the SCM applications may have different sizes of data for each of the processes (such as sensor data, raw material details,
packaging information, payment details, etc.) it is required to study the blockchains behavior for different data sizes. Small data
in Bytes, medium data in KBs and large data in the range of MBs are used for uploading and downloading to the blockchains. The
main parameters tested are upload/download time and transaction costs.
(i) Upload Time: The Upload time is generally the time taken for sending the file from a device to the server. In the context of
Blockchain, the upload time is dependent on the data size, network bandwidth and involves storing the data inside each block on
the chain (blocktime). In other words, upload time is also influenced by the type of consensus algorithm being executed before the
block gets committed.
(ii) Download Time: The Download Time is the time taken for the block to be downloaded. It is dependent on the network download
speed. Typically, the download of data from the chain of blocks is done in units of blocks. The getblocks(locator(chainHead), 0)
function uses the blockLocator() function checks the headers of all blocks and locates the block in the blockchain and then returns
he block. The Downloader sends getdata() request and the Responder sends the block of data. For large data, which uses off-chain
ethods, it involves downloading metadata from the blockchain and the file from IPFS. Since metadata download is only few

econds, the download time represents the time to get unsealed data from the IPFS to the client system.
iii) Transaction Fees: Transaction fees is the cost paid for a transaction on the public blockchain networks. Bitcoin charges in terms
f BTC (Bitcoin Transaction Fees) and Ethereum uses ETH units. The fees are governed by tariff slabs of the blockchain platforms.
he total cost is the fee rate multiplied with the size of the transaction.

.3. Performance analysis

Figs. 6–8 show the upload and download time for small medium and large data on the three blockchains in on-chain and off-chain
ode. The experiment examines which blockchains supports larger data and the amount of upload/download time they take. In
itcoin the data is stored on-chain, while Ethereum works in both on-chain and off-chain modes; and in Filecoin data is stored off-
hain. Different sized files from few bytes to few GigaBytes are taken for studying the upload/download time, keeping the network
andwidth constant. The impact on upload time becomes significant with the increase in file size.

For small data all the three blockchains — Bitcoin, Ethereum and Filecoin are feasible. For medium data (hundreds of KBs),
Ethereum on-chain, Ethereum off-chain and Filecoin are feasible in terms of transaction cost and time. For large data (GBs) Ethereum
off-chain and Filecoin are possible. Bitcoin has a higher blocktime and hence uploading even small data takes nearly 600 s on Bitcoin,
while Ethereum upload time is about 150 s and the Filecoin is about 120 s. For medium sized data upload, Ethereum on-chain as
well as Ethereum off-chain modes take between 180 to 240 s. Filecoin takes about 200 s for uploading medium size data, which
is lesser time compared to Ethereum. For large data upload, it is seen that Filecoin performs better than Ethereum off-chain. The
Filecoin platform took 380 s to upload 1.4 GB data file, while Ethereum off-chain takes nearly 420 s. The graphs show that only
small file sizes are supported on Bitcoin, while medium sized files are supported on Ethereum (on-chain/off-chain) and Filecoin,
and large files work well in off-chain mechanisms.

The experiment is extended to download the same data that is uploaded. The download time for small file sizes is about 300 s for
Bitcoin and 100 s for Ethereum on-chain. The download time for small file sizes for off-chain Ethereum and Filecoin are about 90 s.
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Fig. 6. Upload and download time for small file size in Bitcoin, Ethereum (on- off-chain), Filecoin.

Fig. 7. Upload and download time for medium file size in Ethereum (on- off-chain), Filecoin.

Fig. 8. Upload and download time for large file size in Ethereum (off-chain), Filecoin.

For medium data, the download time is around 150 to 200 s in Ethereum on-chain, Ethereum off-chain and Filecoin. In case of larger
file sizes, the data are available in off-chain mode blockchain platforms of Ethereum off-chain and Filecoin. The download of 1.4 GB
unsealed data from Filecoin IPFS took 560 s; and 590 s for Ethereum off-chain. It is observed that the download time for off-chain
mode blockchains is about 7% faster compared to the corresponding upload. Since download speed in any network is faster, and as
there is no consensus processing, ostensibly the data is retrievable (downloadable) in few seconds. But in the blockchain platforms,
the entire block should be downloaded using the block locator and get data functions. In off-chain mechanisms, the download
involves downloading metadata from the blockchain and the file from IPFS. This explains the performance of download operation.
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Fig. 9. Bitcoin and Ethereum transaction cost.

Transaction fees is the cost you pay for a transaction on the public blockchain networks. Bitcoin charges are in terms of BTC
(Bitcoin Transaction Fees) and Ethereum uses ETH units. Fig. 9 depicts the transaction fees in Bitcoin (BTC) and Ethereum (ETH),
charged for small file size upload as it is quite infeasible to pay for large file size uploads for experimentation. Bitcoin is slightly
costlier compared to Ethereum. The Filecoin was run in off-chain mode and did not use gas fees scheme. The transaction cost
increases with increase in data size.

It is observed that Filecoin accommodates large data files, while Ethereum supports medium sized files, and Bitcoin does not
support file uploads (it uploads only transaction data). As the Pharmaceutical SCM system requires to store an aggregation of several
relevant IoT data in the Cloud for analytics, the Filecoin platform is the obvious choice, capable of handling big sized data files. It is
inferred that when larger file sizes are involved, as may be in the case for pharmaceutical SCM systems, Filecoin is a more suitable
solution compared to Bitcoin or Ethereum. The blockchain platform are selected from the perspective of their capacity to handle
file size, i.e., Bitcoin is considered for small sized transaction data, while Ethereum for small and medium sized files, and Filecoin is
considered for large data files storage marketplace. Data of reasonable size, in the range of 1 GB, is taken for upload and download.
The Ethereum Off-chain mode and Filecoin offer reasonably good upload/download time, making them potential candidates for SCM
applications. The upload and download time increases proportional to the increase in data size. Public blockchains are scalable for
many transactions as they are hosted on public clouds. Since FileCoin offers off-chain mode without gas fees, it is suitable for the
SCM application.

8.4. Discussions

The Pharmaceutical Supply Chain Management (SCM) is designed by integrating IoT, blockchain and cloud computing. The
design consists of a two-pronged approach: (i) distribution of SCM tasks in the hierarchical IMEFC architecture and (ii) blockchain
enabled SCM process management and data storage. This IMEFC architecture addresses the real-time processing needs by distributing
SCM activities across Mist, Edge, Fog, and Cloud layers, optimizing communication, response, compute, security, and storage
capacities. The IMEFC architecture facilitates distribution of processing and storage to improve the response of time-critical
applications [13,18]. The response time for a job is the summation of the data transfer time to the Mist/Edge/Fog/Cloud layer
and the processing/storage time in the respective layers. Following are few aspects that need to be deliberated and addressed for
real-world implementation:

Complexity and Implementation Cost: The initial establishment cost of the IMEFC architecture will be paid up by the benefits of real-
time response for multiple real-world applications. Other benefits of IMEFC architecture are dynamic spatio-temporal processing,
region-wise processing and reducing the burden on cloud by preprocessing/filtering. Applications such as automatic vehicles which
require dynamic spatio-temporal calculations use Mist nodes for interaction between devices. The Fog computing layer is useful for
performing region-wise processing for data from specific subgroups of IoT devices.

Scalability of Blockchain: Blockchain uses individual nodes to process each transaction on the blockchain network. Plasma and
Sharding Plasma are two popular solutions that eliminate the need for every node to process each transaction on the network. Other
efforts to address scalability of Blockchain are by using Fog (FogCoin, IOTA, Aion) and Edge (Hut 8, Solana, Lumen) computing.

Interoperability Concerns: Typically, every blockchain works in its own way and interoperability among different Blockchain-SCM
systems is an open issue that needs to be researched.

Data Privacy and Security: Homomorphic Encryption and Privacy Preserving Encryption techniques are used to protect individual
privacy while transferring/storing data in the SCM. The Differential Privacy technique adds noise to the data collection to ensures
25
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that individual privacy is protected, while allowing the data collection to be used for statistical analysis. Further study is required
to understand the impact of laws such as General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which give people the right to decide how
their data is stored or deleted.

Compliance with Regulatory Requirements: Pharmaceutical practitioners and stakeholders of healthcare sector should be consulted
to understand the challenges related to regulatory requirements, privacy protection and sensitive information disclosure on public
blockchains.

Resource Constraints: The computational capacity, storage capacity and permanence of storage increases from Mist to Cloud.
Balancing computational workload and data storage across the hierarchical architecture while optimizing resource utilization is
challenging. The tasks are first distributed according to the urgency of response and the semi-processed data are sent to higher
layers for offline tasks and permanent storage. Hence, the hierarchical architecture is suitably exploited to provide superior
Compute-Response-Communication-Security-Storage (CRCSS).

Adoption and Change Management: Though automated SCM produces improved product quality, quantity and at reduced time, there
re challenges for the Blockchain-based SCM to be accepted by the user community. The various stakeholders are hesitant to trust
he IoT-Cloud-Blockchain SCM. Data security, privacy, governance policy and interoperability are some key aspects hindering its
doption.

aintenance and Upkeep: Daily monitoring and periodic auditing of the operational system is a must for such real-world critical
ystems. Hardware updates, software patches and the preventive maintenance schedule are part of the maintenance plan.

Addressing these concerns requires a holistic approach, involving collaboration between technology providers, regulatory bodies,
ndustry stakeholders, and academic institutions. It is essential to conduct thorough feasibility studies, pilot projects, and continuous
valuation to identify and mitigate potential challenges before deploying IoT-Cloud-Blockchain enabled Pharmaceutical SCM systems
n real-world settings.

. Conclusion

Supply Chain Management systems are utilized in almost every domain such as agriculture, textiles, chemical industry,
onstruction, processed food, healthcare, aerospace and defense, for professional monitoring and management of business processes
o improve productivity and profit margin. The important requirements for an automated SCM system are — security, integrity,
vailability, traceability, scalability and real-time response. The integrated IoT-Cloud-Blockchain platform is a de facto choice
or secure SCM systems as it ensures time-stamping, authentication, processes coordination, non-repudiation, aiding commercial
ransactions, authentication, data integrity, and security for transactions storage. A Pharma SCM based on the IMEFC architecture has
een designed to distribute SCM tasks processing to Mist, Edge, Fog and Cloud and provide real-time response for SCM applications.
he blockchain technology is used for transactional and data security; the Cloud platform supports execution of distributed consensus
lgorithm and data storage. The proposed system enhances communication-response-compute-security-storage (CRCSS) performance
f the critical SCM tasks. In a Pharmaceutical SCM, the amount of data generated is considerably large as it involves several
perations and multiple parameters. Hence, this research focused on determining a scalable, fast and cost-effective Blockchain
uitable for the Pharmaceutical SCM. Experimental analysis revealed that Filecoin is faster and cost-effective and accommodates
arger file sizes compared to Ethereum and Bitcoin. However, given the sensitive nature of the Pharma industry, privacy concerns,
rug recall issues, and regulatory requirements, it is important to get this system validated by all the stakeholders before deploying
s a productional system.

A study of the scalability, interoperability, maintenance and regulatory compliance needs to be addressed in future. An analytics
pplication for Pharmaceutical sector needs to be developed using Deep Learning techniques.
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